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Abstract

In this paper, we present a healthcare-oriented vision of dynamic ontology lifecycle that has been recently developed within Knowledge Web — EU Network of Excellence aimed at transition of Semantic Web technologies to industry. The core contribution of this paper is the proposal of methodologically and technically integral ontology lifecycle scenario, provided with extensive use case from the domain of translational medicine, showing the forthcoming impact on the biomedicine industry.

1 Introduction and Related Work

Although there already exist studies on integration of the Semantic Web and bio-informatics fields, they are rather abstract or strictly task-oriented. We can name especially [6] — a W3C report on possible adoption of Semantic Web technologies in the translational medicine. [7] describes incorporation of semantic underpinning in clinical documentation management using an ontology engineering framework. Semantics enabled approach to drug design is presented in [10]. The PROMPT tool [11] deals with semi-automatic ontology matching. However, similar approaches are tied with one particular problem and technology, even when they deliver particular application. They not reflect possibly very valuable results of recent research in complex Semantic Web scenarios.

To the best of our knowledge, there has been no deliberate effort dedicated to the deployment of coherent and complex knowledge management methodology and related tools in this field. Therefore we have developed a schema of integration of existing techniques in one holistic scenario of the ontology lifecycle. We provide it with clear demonstration of possible benefits of application in translational medicine.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the general ontology lifecycle chart and its components. In Section 3, we describe dynamics of the scenario in use case from the translational medicine domain. Section 4 concludes the paper and gives an overview of future work.

2 Ontology Lifecycle Components

Figure 1 below contains the lifecycle chart that integrates all the interwoven phases and technologies that have been developed and/or suggested within the Knowledge
Web project\textsuperscript{1}.

RDF format (see http://www.w3.org/RDF/) serves as a universal communication layer for all the cycle’s phases, as the related tools process RDF or RDF–based data (like RDF/S or OWL). The particular components of the chart are described in the following list\textsuperscript{2}:

- **Creation** — The *creation* phase of the ontology lifecycle has two major parts. These directly correspond to the sliced component of the chart in Figure 1. They differ in methodology, although the aim is same — to create and evolve an ontology. The first sub–component presents *manual* ontology creation. Within this phase of ontology lifecycle, people from a community are supposed to directly create and update an ontology using their expert knowledge. This is realised either by means of collaborative portals [8, 15], or using an interface based on a controlled language [13, 12]. Second component exploits methods of *automated ontology extraction* from textual resources, using NLP and machine learning techniques. Applicable ontology learning framework is Text2Onto [1], which builds on state–of–the–art GATE architecture [2].

- **Versioning** — Versioning (or change management) is no doubt considered as a must in the area of collaborative software development. The same need arises even in community driven ontology design. A universal (RDF) versioning system takes its place in the manual sub–component of the ontology creation phase. It supports commits by different users working on the same ontology, diffs

\textsuperscript{1}The four main phases (*creation, versioning, evaluation* and *negotiation*) are indicated by the boxes annotated by respective names — either with sub–components like in case of *creation*, or without them. Ontologies or their instances in time are represented by circles and arrows express various kinds of information flow. The A boxes present actors (institutions, companies, research teams etc.) involved in ontology development, where A\textsubscript{1} is zoomed–in in order to show the lifecycle’s components in detail.

\textsuperscript{2}Note that the presented integration of concrete components and tools in the lifecycle conforms to and extends the standards of knowledge engineering methodology specified for example in [4].
between various ontology versions and other operations. RDF-centric versioning approach and its implementation in the SemVersion system [14] is perfectly suitable for this component of our ontology lifecycle scenario.

- **Evaluation** — The role of evaluation component in our scenario is twofold, following the inner split structure of the creation component. Firstly, we have to assess ontology quality within the cycle of collaborative ontology development (either during the production phase or when selecting preferred version of the ontology for a release dump). Assessment of learned ontology quality is needed in the ontology learning sub-component (aimed mainly at determination of appropriate candidate ontology to be passed further in the lifecycle (read more in Section 3 on concrete evaluation methods).

- **Negotiation** — The negotiation component resides in two different parts of ontology lifecycle again. It seeks for an optimal alignment between different ontologies [9]. Prominence of this approach resides in that it can facilitate various alignment preferences bound to different ontologies. Provided by set of possible mapping (using an ontology matching service, see [3] for details), negotiation component efficiently finds alignment optimally acceptable for all ontologies involved. In particular, negotiation triggers when different ontologies (e.g. manually created and learned) need to be aligned within one actor (institution, research team etc.), or when we need to match ontologies released by different actors.

### 3 Translational Medicine Use Case

Translational medicine studies methods and concrete processes that would allow direct transfer of biomedicine basic research results to clinical practice (from bench to bedside) and vice-versa. W3C consortium suggests adoption of robust knowledge management infrastructure for translational medicine (see [http://www.w3.org/2005/04/swls/](http://www.w3.org/2005/04/swls/)). However, no integral use case provided with tools for its implementation has been proposed yet. In the following we briefly describe direct application of the ontology lifecycle vision (recently developed within Semantic Web initiative) in translational medicine:

- **Bench** — Working ontology $O_W$ is maintained by domain experts using the tools for collaborative ontology creation presented in Section 2. It reflects knowledge specific for given sub-domain of medicine research — this can be for instance relevant part of RDF dump of Gene Ontology (available at [http://www.godatabase.org/dev/](http://www.godatabase.org/dev/)), extended with a respective taxonomy of experimental methods, processes and general concepts. Ontology is regularly evaluated using and the agreed changes are managed by SemVersion system [14] then. OntoManager [5] tool is suitable for the evaluation in this phase. Research documents and reports on experimental results are processed by ontology learning component and candidate ontology subset is selected after quality assessment using NLP-oriented evaluation methods [5] with $O_W$ ontology serving as a gold standard. These ontologies are then used for guided population and extension of the “master” ontology in the context of collaborative ontology creation phase.

- **Bedside** — The collaborative creation phase is suppressed here — appropriate part of ontology developed in the previous part of the use case is fully sufficient as a working ontology here. Optionally, it only needs to be initially extended by a very basic taxonomy of clinically-specific concepts and relations. Ontology learning component plays a major role on the bedside, processing the vast amounts of data in the form of electronic medical records and proprietary warehouses. It is relatively easy to mine these resources, because they usually
present already pre-structured data. The working ontology is then populated with this “practical” knowledge by the very same means of evaluation, negotiation and versioning components as on the bench part.

- **Transition** — This phase of the use case fully utilises the argumentation-based method of meaning negotiation [9]. Ontologies representing the bench and bedside parts are associated (by human agents) with ordering that defines preferred mappings of concepts. This can reflect for example preference of lexical mappings at the bench side, as researchers may be interested in studying concrete drug effects at the bedside. On the other hand, practitioners at the bedside may be interested in augmenting their ontology with new methods proposed in basic research and thus prefer rather structural mappings. After generation of possible matches by ontology alignment service [3], optimal mapping according to these preferences is sought by the argumentation–based algorithm described in [9].

4 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented an ontology lifecycle scenario that integrates so far diverse techniques employed in knowledge management process. Clearly put use case of application of this scenario in translational medicine forms the core contribution of the paper.

Our current and future work rests in continuous smoothing of borders between different lifecycle’s phases by development and implementation of respective communication protocol and universal reasoning services. In order to show and deploy the tangible benefits for translational medicine research, the whole scenario needs to be accordingly prototyped and implemented then, preferably in cooperation with an appropriate healthcare industry partner.
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